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Executive Summary
Pharmaceuticals are subject to what are, in effect, two overlapping and often conflicting regimes for overseeing drug
safety: mandatory regulation by the U.S. Food and Drug Administration and lawsuits seeking billions of dollars in
damages in the common-law state tort system. This dual system is both irrational and destructive, particularly insofar
as it discourages innovation, raises drug prices, and denies patients access to many medicines that are reasonably
safe and effective.
To put an end to this dual regulatory regime, we recommend that Congress broadly preempt state tort lawsuits seeking
to hold drugs and medical devices responsible for claimants’ illnesses and injuries. Malpractice actions in state courts
now available to plaintiffs would be unaffected by our proposal.
To deal with the consequences of serious and unforeseen drug side effects, we instead urge Congress to create a system
modeled on the Vaccine Injury Compensation Program. Congress created VICP in 1986 in response to a wave of “junk
science” litigation in the 1970s and 1980s that nearly destroyed the vaccine industry. VICP, while not without its own
shortcomings, has since proven itself to be a scientifically credible mechanism for offering timely and fair compensation
to the victims of rare vaccine side effects, while incurring much lower transaction costs than the tort system.
Initially the program should be funded by taxes levied on manufacturers on the basis of their market share. As the relative safety of their respective products emerged, manufacturers would be assessed taxes on the basis of their share of
payments to successful claimants, which would be determined by the safety performance of the drugs they make.
Our argument rests on the conviction that the FDA’s regulatory regime, while imperfect in many respects, is nonetheless
better suited to weighing the benefits and risks of new medicines than state courts, which may consider only liability for
harm to the particular plaintiffs before them. Far from ignoring the potential hazards of drugs under review, the FDA faces
strong incentives to exercise excessive caution. The result is a system that promotes voluminous warnings on the labels
of approved drugs and delays in approving or denying outright reasonably safe and effective medical innovations.
State tort litigation only exacerbates the effects of the FDA’s biases and raises consumer prices. Moreover, many lawsuits
allege that a drug manufacturer should have placed stronger warnings or even contraindications on a label, ignoring
the fact that the FDA had explicitly considered the risk and then mitigated it by specifying the warning language to
appear on the product label.
Unfortunately, both the U.S. Supreme Court and Congress have been moving in the wrong direction on the issue of
FDA preemption:
• In its Wyeth v. Levine decision, handed down on March 4, 2009, the Supreme Court allowed a state court jury
to substitute its judgment on a safety question for the FDA’s. The side effect produced by the drug in question
had been known to the FDA for almost thirty years, and the manufacturer, in FDA-approved language, had
clearly disclosed the risk in six different locations on the label. The actual cause of the plaintiff’s tragic injury was
the treating physician’s assistant’s obliviousness to the label’s plain warnings. In the aftermath of Levine, we are
likely to see conflicting jury verdicts across the fifty states on the same issue or closely related ones. The result
will be, so to speak, a race to the bottom, in which the most litigious jurisdictions will, in effect, set drug-labeling
requirements for the nation as a whole.
• The day after the Supreme Court ruled in Levine, U.S. Representatives Frank Pallone (D-N.J.) and Henry Waxman
(D-Calif.) introduced a bill called the Medical Device Safety Act that is intended to undo the Supreme Court’s
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2008 decision in Riegel v. Medtronic, which found that the plain language of the congressional act at issue was
to preempt state tort lawsuits for injuries attributed to certain classes of medical devices.
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We suggest that Congress should reject Pallone and Waxman’s bill and instead clear the way for a sane, single and
science-based system of safety review by broadly preempting state lawsuits concerning FDA-approved drugs and
medical devices. Doing so would stop forum shopping and the filing of class actions that lump claimants with minor
or no injuries together with a handful of legitimate claimants for the sole purpose of inflating attorneys’ fees. A welldesigned compensation program along the lines we suggest would offer as a substitute a mechanism for compensating
the victims of unforeseen drug injuries, and it would do so without the uncertainty and expense of today’s version
of litigation. By limiting compensation to unforeseen injuries, the program we propose would also give companies
a powerful incentive to rapidly update drug labels with new safety information and to invest further in both safety
and effectiveness.
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Introduction

T

he U.S. Food and Drug Administration’s oversight of
prescription drugs, biologics, and medical devices has
for decades been considered the global “gold standard,”
with most developed nations adopting the FDA’s template
when they oversee the development, testing, and marketing of new
medical products.1
However, the agency’s mandate of “protecting the public health by
assuring the safety, efficacy, and security”2 of biomedical products
marketed for sale does not imply a guarantee of absolute safety. No
medical device or product that is designed to alter the functioning of
the human body is 100 percent safe under all circumstances for all
patients; indeed, every medical product or procedure—from aspirin
to open-heart surgery—carries with it the potential for severe and
even fatal complications. Society tolerates the relatively rare risks
of treatment only because of the greater and more certain pain and
suffering inflicted by untreated illnesses.
Two questions naturally arise from this reality:3 To what degree should
society screen potential medical products, either to weed out those
that are deemed unduly unsafe or to uncover new information about
risks? And to what degree, if at all, should we compensate victims of
adverse medical events?
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Over the last fifty years, the United States has
evolved a highly complex and mandatory process
for prescreening the safety and efficacy of new drugs
and devices, which we discuss in detail in this paper.
Many criticisms of this process can be made4, but
one thing that is apparent is that the FDA is typically
much more responsive to criticism that follows the
discovery of previously unknown risks from new
medical products than it is to arguments that too many
medical innovations face delay or denial of market
entry because of the agency’s overcautiousness.
The overcautiousness of the FDA, along with its
effect on medical innovation, is exacerbated by a
compensation mechanism for medical injuries lodged
in the state-based common-law tort system. Courts
have come to rule not only on issues of negligence
but on complex issues of causation and product
labeling; as such, they constitute a second system of
drug regulation. The lawsuits that they hear not only
drive up the costs of products that in fact meet FDA
safety regulations; they also discourage innovation in
areas that are perceived to be litigation-prone.
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Even if we concede that scientific experts may
reasonably disagree with the FDA’s regulatory
decisions in individual instances, state courts and juries
are poorly positioned to evaluate the aggregate effect
of the FDA’s regulatory regime on consumer welfare.
In the course of litigation over FDA-approved medical
devices and drugs, courts and juries take cognizance of
only a single injured plaintiff and do not consider the
competing risks and benefits that the FDA, in however
flawed or constrained a fashion, must weigh for the
total population of patients with a given illness—or
for society as a whole.



Lawsuits launched in state courts also drive
manufacturers, in hopes of deflecting lawsuits, to flood
the agency with label warnings that may discourage
patients from using beneficial medical products, and
such lawsuits place additional political pressure on
FDA officers to relabel or even withdraw products
from the market on the basis of anecdotal evidence.5
Making matters worse, much research suggests that
compensating patients for their medical injuries
through the tort system is extraordinarily expensive,
time-consuming, and unpredictable.6 Society’s interest
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in promoting both medical innovation and the safety
of medical products is clearly not best served by an
ad hoc tort system that has a slim record of judiciously
weighing scientific evidence.
Such critiques might be made of other kinds of
product-liability lawsuits, but in this paper we limit our
focus to FDA-regulated drugs and medical devices,7
which constitute a substantial fraction of mass-tort
litigation and affect the cost and delivery of health care,
representing some 16 percent of the economy.8 For a
small subsection of this market—vaccines—Congress
substantially replaced state tort lawsuits in 1986
with a science-based administrative compensation
system, the Vaccine Injury Compensation Program.
An administrative compensation system based on
this successful model and applied to all drugs and
medical devices would improve social welfare by
accomplishing four goals:
1. Providing increased information on product safety
through the routine surveillance of adverse events
possibly caused by new medical products;
2. Promoting greater innovation in product safety;
3. Offering compensation in a fair, timely, and
transparent manner for injuries resulting from
serious, unforeseen drug side effects; and
4. Protecting manufacturers from unscientific and
potentially ruinous lawsuits.
This paper offers an overview of:
• The current FDA regulatory regime
• The FDA’s balancing of the risks and benefits
of new drugs
• State product-liability law
• The normative case for preemption
• The vaccine example and our proposed
administrative compensation system
Under the last item, parties injured by drugs approved
by the FDA would be blocked from suing drug

manufacturers in state court, but they could still
receive compensation for injuries so caused, provided
the risk of suffering those injuries was not set out on
an FDA-approved label accompanying the product.
Compensation would be adjudicated by a specially
dedicated administrative body operating independently
of the FDA’s other responsibilities.

FDA Regulation of Drug
Development and Approval

T

he process of drug discovery and development
is extraordinarily complex, time-consuming, and
expensive—often involving hundreds of millions
of dollars and over a decade of development time.9 The
industry estimates that only one out of every 10,000
compounds investigated for medical use will eventually
receive FDA approval.10 The rest will be tested and
discarded because of safety or efficacy concerns.
Once a pharmaceutical or biotech company has
identified a compound likely to inhibit or modify a
targeted disease process, the drug will be subjected
to substantial laboratory and animal testing—typically
over the course of several years—to ensure that the
compound has an acceptable safety profile and a
significant impact on the intended target.
If the company is confident that the compound is a
good candidate for human testing, it will approach
the FDA with the results of its preclinical testing and
request permission to begin clinical trials by submitting
an Investigational New Drug (IND) application.
If the FDA approves the IND, clinical testing follows in
three generally sequential phases. In Phase I testing, the
drug candidate will be administered to (usually) healthy
volunteers for ADME11-toxicity testing to see how the
body absorbs, metabolizes, and excretes the compound
and to note any side effects. Phase I testing is also
typically intended to establish safe dosing limits.
For Phase II testing, relatively small numbers of
patients (a few dozen) with the targeted disease will
be given the drug to establish baseline efficacy (or

lack thereof) and to add to the safety and dosing data
already gathered.
If the two previous stages have been successful and
do not provide evidence of side effects that would
outweigh the potential benefits, companies will begin
Phase III testing. Depending on the drug or indication,
a Phase III trial involves assigning several hundred
or thousand patients to a randomized controlled trial
(RCT) in which some will receive the drug but others
a placebo (sugar pill). In certain therapeutic areas,
such as oncology, where it would be unethical to
give a seriously ill person a substance known to be
ineffective, patients will be offered the standard of
care. For instance, in the testing of a new antibiotic
for a severe bacteriological infection, some patients
will randomly receive the new drug while others will
receive an established treatment.
If the outcome of the Phase III trials is positive (that
is, the company can ascribe positive outcomes to the
drug and not to chance) at a statistical confidence level
of 0.05 or less, the company will submit all its data
on the drug, including its composition, manufacturing
processes, and preclinical and clinical data, along
with any reports of adverse events and the drug’s
proposed labeling indication, to the FDA in the form
of a New Drug Application (NDA). It is not unusual
for an NDA to include several hundred thousand
pages of documentation.

Balancing the Risks and Benefits
of New Drugs

N

o drug, device, or medical procedure is
without risk. Indeed, any product that
affects a patient’s physiology is apt to have
side effects—some serious, others less so—that the
clinician and the patient must weigh against the risk
of illness and death due to the underlying disease. In
his testimony before Congress, former FDA deputy
commissioner Scott Gottlieb, M.D., outlined the
challenges that accompany all drug treatment:
Every clinician who prescribes medicines has
seen adverse drug reactions—the unintended
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and harmful effects of drugs. Human biology,
after all, is conservative, meaning our bodies
reuse a fairly small set of very similar molecular
processes to get all of their jobs done.
It follows that any drug that is active in blocking
some molecular process in order to have its
desired effect will also block the same molecular
processes in other parts of the body, parts that
could lead to an unwanted side effect. So there
is no such thing as a completely safe drug.12
As a result, it has long been acknowledged that the
FDA will tolerate serious drug-related toxicities associated with the treatment of serious and life-threatening
ailments, particularly when there are few effective
therapies available to patients, or when the drug under
review represents a significant therapeutic advance
over existing treatments. This is eminently rational:
patients with serious illnesses are apt to have a much
higher tolerance for risk than patients who suffer from
more manageable or less life-threatening conditions.
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Ideally, when a new drug or device is marketed,
patients and physicians would have the guidance
of a label that outlines all the individual risks and
benefits of a medicine before use. In reality, given the
limits of existing science and the enormous variation
in human biology, no amount of premarket testing
can uncover all potential side effects that may be
associated with a new medicine. As noted previously,
during development, prospective compounds will
be tested on relatively small numbers of patients; if
approved for sale, they may be used in hundreds of
thousands or millions of patients. Additional premarket
testing in larger clinical trials might uncover a greater
number of side effects but would also delay patient
access to valuable new therapies and, by adding to
drug-development costs, increase drug prices or keep
valuable drugs (for some indications) from being
brought to market, if the chances were better than not
that the added costs could not be recouped.



The FDA’s effort to balance the conflicting values of
speed and safety is complicated by the high visibility—
and therefore the ensuing negative publicity—of
two types of errors it may commit: “Type I” error, or
approving a drug as reasonably safe that later turns
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out to be unsafe or ineffective; and “Type II” error, or
withholding from the public a drug that is reasonably
safe and effective.
The Type I error, insofar as it results in widely
publicized deaths or serious injuries after a drug
is approved for sale, is of greater public concern
and consequently has the greater impact on agency
oversight by Congress.13 Exemplifying the Type I error
is the history of thalidomide, a sedative that was widely
marketed in Europe and Japan (but not the United
States) to treat pregnancy-related nausea (“morning
sickness”) before it was discovered that it caused
severe birth defects. The thalidomide tragedy led in
1962 to passage of the Kefauver Harris Amendment,
which created what became the FDA’s current drugapproval regime.
More recent examples of commercialized drugs being
found to have side effects, such as Vioxx or Fen-Phen,
fit neatly into a Type I narrative. Such Type I failures
create the impression that the FDA has failed in its
primary public obligation, which is to prevent unsafe
drugs like thalidomide from reaching the market, and
have led to the perception that there is a drug safety
crisis, which has dominated debate over industry and
FDA regulation for the last several years. According
to this narrative, flaws in the FDA’s approval and
post-approval monitoring of new medicines justify
a substantial role for private litigation in bringing
adverse events to light and deterring negligent industry
behavior. According to one often voiced critique:
There are often important gaps in the
ascertainment and reporting of adverse events
associated with prescription drugs, and the
balance of information presented to physicians
about the risks and benefits of medications may
understate the former and inflate the latter…. In
this environment, litigation brought by government
agencies and individual patients can help uncover
previously unavailable data on adverse events,
questionable practices by manufacturers, and flaws
in drug regulatory systems.14
This argument is often repeated in the medical
literature, but such analyses typically focus on only one
side of the cost-benefit equation—risk—while failing to

consider information on benefits.15 Indeed, since new
indications cannot be added to drug labels without
new clinical trials, dissemination of new information
on benefits that may improve patient welfare lags
behind less than fully scrutinized bad news, which
travels through the media and dominates policy
discussions. In addition, litigation typically heightens
awareness of the potential risks of just one product,
thus shifting market share to products that may have
their own unknown risks. In any case, litigation
does not collect post-market drug safety information
systematically enough to be useful to regulators.
Perhaps the best demonstration of a bias in the
treatment of risk/benefit information is the “black box”
warning that the FDA added to SSRI antidepressants
in 2003, after mixed data were gathered indicating
that the drugs might cause a short-term increase in
suicidal behavior, although reports submitted to the
FDA on clinical trials revealed no suicides. Under
considerable pressure from plaintiffs’ attorneys and
consumer groups, the FDA implemented its new label
warning; predictably, the number of SSRI prescriptions
fell. Shortly thereafter, adolescent suicides increased,
following a decade-long decline, raising the question
of whether the FDA’s label warning may have caused
more harm than good by scaring some physicians and
families away from drug treatment for depression.16
There is also significant evidence, which we will
discuss shortly, that the trial bar distorts, manufactures,
or otherwise misrepresents evidence of drug injuries
so as to increase aggregate damage awards and legal
fees, which go up along with them.
In short, there is substantial evidence that the FDA faces
powerful incentives to commit Type II errors—failing to
approve a drug that is, in fact, mostly safe and effective
and over-warning of the risks it might present.17
There are a few well-known instances, however, when
societal pressures pushed the agency to address the
problem of Type II errors. The most notable was the
protests by AIDS activists during the late 1980s and
early 1990s, when an AIDS diagnosis was effectively
a death sentence. AIDS advocates argued that the
FDA’s lengthy and mandatory testing regime doomed
thousands of AIDS patients to certain death. Offering

them instead the possibility, however uncertain,
of prolonging life through accelerated access to
experimental therapies would have been preferable,
these advocates argue.
Faced with the reality that AIDS patients were
importing unapproved drugs from Europe and
Mexico or traveling to foreign clinics to gain access
to them, and under pressure from economists and
policymakers who noted that the FDA was often
excessively slow in weighing the evidence on many
new drugs that were already available in Europe,18
the FDA dropped its insistence on a sequential
testing process and embraced a number of innovative
programs, including “treatment” IND and “parallel
track,” which “allowed AIDS patients (and others)
access to promising experimental drugs early in the
development process, long before their safety and
efficacy had been proved.”19
In addition, Congress passed the Prescription Drug
User Fee Act (PDUFA) of 1992, which “allowed
the FDA to levy user fees [on] firms filing a New
Drug Application or Biologic License Application,
in exchange for guarantees on review times.” The
legislation has been renewed three times since then,
in 1997, 2002, and 2007.20
In return for being given user fees with which to
hire additional review staff, the FDA agreed to set
a timetable for the “complete review” of 90 percent
of submitted applications: ten months for a standard
review; and six months for a priority review, if the
product under review, in the FDA’s judgment, offered
a substantial improvement over existing therapies or
was a treatment for currently unmet medical needs.
The implementation of the PDUFA regime also offered
researchers an opportunity to perform a controlled
experiment to answer the question of whether
speeding up access to new medicines offered a net
benefit or, rather, posed harm to patients—a key
indicator of whether the FDA had been running an
equal risk of committing Type I and Type II errors.
Research shows that accelerated review of submitted
NDAs did not, in fact, harm patients. Researchers
concluded that “by the most plausible measure,
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[PDUFA] did not, in fact, have any effect on drug safety:
neither the proportion of drugs eventually withdrawn
(2–3 percent), nor the speed with which they were
withdrawn, changed in any statistically significant way
since the law’s passage.”21
In fact, researchers found that “the drugs approved
and withdrawn since the law was enacted cost, at
most, about 56,000 life-years in avoidable deaths.”
Conversely, “the calculation [of the benefits of added
speed] implies that the act added 180,000–310,000 lifeyears—far more than the 56,000 life-years lost if, in
fact, [PDUFA] was responsible for all of the mistakes
of the drug review process.”22
Due to the complexity of human biology, no premarket
screening process can guarantee products to be
without serious side effects. Second, the available data
suggest that, if anything, the FDA is more prone to
Type II errors than Type I errors. When state courts
are allowed to second-guess the label warnings
that the FDA requires for prescription drugs after it
has explicitly ruled on such matters, we can expect
companies to respond by reducing innovation, by
raising prices, or by flooding the agency with new
warning labels and contraindications in an attempt to
forestall litigation, thus encouraging the FDA’s existing
tendency toward excessive caution in its regulation of
pharmaceuticals.

Preemption of State ProductLiability Law

U
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nder the Supremacy Clause of the U.S.
Constitution, federal law supersedes state law.23
A federal statute can preempt corresponding
state laws either expressly or impliedly. However,
in its landmark 1947 decision in Rice v. Santa Fe
Elevator Corp., the U.S. Supreme Court articulated a
“presumption against preemption,” unless preemption
“was the clear and manifest purpose of Congress.”24



Having just erected this apparent bulwark against
preemption, the Court then proceeded to articulate
multiple rationales for finding preemption of state
law to be implied:
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Such a purpose may be evidenced in several
ways. The scheme of federal regulation may
be so pervasive as to make reasonable the
inference that Congress left no room for the
States to supplement it. Or the Act of Congress
may touch a field in which the federal interest
is so dominant that the federal system will
be assumed to preclude enforcement of state
laws on the same subject. Likewise, the object
sought to be obtained by the federal law and
the character of obligations imposed by it may
reveal the same purpose. Or the state policy
may produce a result inconsistent with the
objective of the federal statute.25
The rationales spelled out in Rice are the basis of the
three categories of implied preemption recognized
by courts today:
1. Conflict preemption, that is, cases in which
there exists “a clear inconsistency between
what the federal government and the state
government each allow or require”;26
2. Obstacle preemption, that is, cases in which “the
imposition of the state liability will frustrate the
ends of the federal statute”;27 and
3. Field preemption, that is, cases “where the
creation of a pervasive system of Federal
regulation makes it reasonable to infer that
Congress intended to disallow supplemental
State law measures or where Congress legislates
in an area where the Federal interest is so
dominant that a Federal system can be presumed
to displace State laws on the same subject.”28
Whereas scholars such as Richard Epstein have argued
for broad “field” preemption of state tort claims for
FDA-regulated products,29 the general rule, until this
decade, rejected even the narrower claim that the
FDA’s extensive regulation of labeling preempted,
on “conflict” or “obstacle” grounds, state tort “failure
to warn” laws or rulings.30 Over the last eight years,
however, the FDA began to contest this interpretation.
Beginning in 2000, it argued for both conflict and
obstacle preemption in court briefs.31 In 2006 the FDA

added the following language to its preamble: “FDA
believes that under existing preemption principles,
FDA approval of labeling under the [FDCA] . . .
preempts conflicting or contrary State law.”32
In the past two years, the U.S. Supreme Court has
considered two major preemption cases involving
drugs and medical devices. In the first, 2008’s Riegel v.
Medtronic, the Court considered the extent to which
New York state common law could support claims
that a medical device was defectively designed or
that its label had failed to warn consumers, when
the product in question was a “Class III” device
that had gone through the FDA’s full premarket
approval process. Riegel was an express preemption
case, because the Medical Devices Amendments to
the FDCA, adopted in 1976, say that states may not
“establish or continue in effect … any requirement
… which is different from, or in addition to, any
requirement applicable under [federal law] to the
device.”33 Given such clear language, Riegel was by
and large an easy case, and the Court determined,
in an 8-to-1 decision, that the plaintiff’s claims under
state law of a design defect and failure to warn were
expressly preempted.34
The Court’s second major FDA-preemption case of the
past year, Wyeth v. Levine, was more difficult. Levine,
which the Court decided in March 2009, involved a
drug rather than a medical device, placing the case
outside the express preemption language of the
Medical Devices Amendments. Because no preemption
language exists in the 1938 FDCA, the Court had to
determine whether the Vermont state common-law
claims in the case were impliedly preempted by the
FDCA’s regulatory scheme.
As in most such cases, the facts in Levine are tragic. In
2000, Diana Levine, who played guitar professionally,
had to have her arm amputated below the elbow
after developing gangrene. The gangrene was
caused when a physician’s assistant at a Vermont
clinic inadvertently injected the drug Phenergan
(promethazine hydrochloride), made by Wyeth, into
an artery, rather than a vein, of Levine’s, using the
intravenous-push (“IV-push”) method in a second
attempt to relieve the patient’s nausea, a side effect
of her severe migraine headache.

In marketing Phenergan, which was initially approved
by the FDA in 1955, Wyeth warned of the risk of
arterial exposure to the drug. As early as 1973, the
manufacturer submitted a supplemental application to
the FDA that warned of the risks of inadvertent arterial
injection via IV-push administration. Subsequent
Wyeth-initiated FDA reviews in 1979 and 1997 further
strengthened Phenergan warnings and added more
labeling detail about how medical administrators could
minimize the risk of inadvertent arterial injection when
performing an IV-push application of the drug.
The label adopted for Phenergan following the FDA’s
1997 review contained four prominent notices of the
risk of gangrene from arterial exposure, including:
Due to the close proximity of arteries and veins
in the areas most commonly used for intravenous
injection, extreme care should be exercised to
avoid perivascular extravasation or inadvertent
intra-arterial injection. Reports compatible with
inadvertent intra-arterial injection of Phenergan
Injection, usually in conjunction with other
drugs intended for intravenous use, suggest that
pain, severe chemical irritation, severe spasm of
distal vessels, and resultant gangrene requiring
amputation are likely under such circumstances.
In addition, in two places, the label contained
the following simple, bold, uppercase warning:
INTRA-ARTERIAL INJECTION [CAN] RESULT IN
GANGRENE OF THE AFFECTED EXTREMITY.
Moreover, the label advised that “deep intramuscular
injection” (IM) rather than intravenous injection
was the generally preferred method of Phenergan
administration. For cases in which an intravenous
injection was necessary, the label stated that an
intravenous drip (IV-drip) was the preferred method
of drug delivery: “it is usually preferable to inject
[Phenergan] through the tubing of an intravenous
infusion set that is known to be functioning
satisfactorily.” The label also contained clear advice
for minimizing risks associated with any intravenous
administration: “When used intravenously, Phenergan
Injection should be given in a concentration no greater
than 25 mg per mL and at a rate not to exceed 25 mg
per minute.” And the label advised, “[i]n the event
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that a patient complains of pain during intended
intravenous injection of Phenergan Injection, the
injection should be stopped immediately to provide
for evaluation of possible arterial placement or
perivascular extravasation.” (Notably, the physician’s
assistant in Levine administered Phenergan as an IVpush, rather than an IV-drip, at twice the maximum
dosage for intravenous injection specified on the label,
and continued doing so despite Levine’s complaints
of severe pain.)35
Notwithstanding Wyeth’s clear labeling of Phenergan’s
risks, and the treating physician’s assistant’s
noncompliance with labeling specifications, the
Supreme Court sustained Levine’s multimillion-dollar
jury award against Wyeth. In rejecting Wyeth’s conflictpreemption claim, the majority opinion, written by
Justice Stevens, relied on FDA regulations that permit
companies “[t]o add or strengthen a contraindication,
warning, precaution, or adverse reaction” or “[t]o
add or strengthen an instruction about dosage and
administration that is intended to increase the safe use
of the drug product.”36
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The court acknowledged that the regulatory exception
is intended to apply only to “newly discovered risks from
the use of [a] drug.”37 The court noted, however, that the
exception “is not limited to new data, but also encompasses ‘new analyses of previously submitted data’.”38
The majority opinion went on to argue, implausibly, that
Wyeth could have modified the label because it theoretically “could have analyzed the accumulating data,”39
although there was no evidence that the company had
actually done so. As Professor Epstein observed well
before Stevens rendered his opinion:



Levine presents a situation where the FDA
gave explicit approval to the exact treatment,
notwithstanding the precise side effect
mentioned in the original warning. What would
count as new information to render that explicit
authorization obsolete? The mere occurrence
of the identified side effect can’t do it because
it was warned of in advance. And in Levine the
sketchy record reveals no evidence collected
after the drug hit the market indicating a higher
incidence of this failure (and perhaps others) that
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might call for a reevaluation of the risk/reward
ratio for that procedure.40
In short, Justice Stevens’s opinion rejected Wyeth’s
claim of conflict preemption by embracing a fanciful
hypothetical in lieu of a considered analysis of the
thirty-year evolution of the contents of Phenergan’s
actual label.
Justice Stevens’ majority opinion also rejected Wyeth’s
claim of obstacle preemption, largely on the basis of
an analysis of Congressional intent. In so doing, the
Court missed the obvious point that the Food, Drug,
and Cosmetic Act (FDCA), which was enacted in 1938,
and its primary subsequent amendments, adopted in
1962, predated the very expansion of state product
liability law that made Levine’s lawsuit possible.41 It
was not until 1963, in the landmark California case
Greenman v. Yuba Power Products, Inc.,42 that Justice
Traynor’s doctrine of strict product liability became
law; and not until 1965 that the Second Restatement
of Torts launched modern failure-to-warn lawsuits by
opining that “in order to prevent the product from
being unreasonably dangerous, the seller may be
required to give directions or warnings.”43
What the dissenters in Levine correctly noted is that
the attorneys presenting Levine’s case before the jury
argued that the Phenergan label “should not have
allowed IV push” under any circumstances44—a direct
challenge to the FDA’s considered judgment that IVpush administration of the drug could be warranted
and that the decision was best made by the treating
physician. It is not hard to grasp how a lay jury, looking
solely at the facts of this case, could have reached
such a conclusion: Why, when the goal is merely
to relieve migraine-induced nausea, assume the risk
of losing a limb? There clearly are some situations,
however, in which the FDA’s decision to permit such
an application would make sense. Because IV-push
application of Phenergan injects the drug directly into a
patient’s bloodstream, it works more quickly than oral,
suppository, or intramuscular-push application: three
to five minutes for IV-push, versus twenty minutes
for IM-push.45
In an emergency-room situation in which doctors
must perform surgery quickly and a patient’s vomiting

could severely compromise their ability to do so,
time is of the essence, and the dramatically faster
onset time of IV-push Phenergan application and the
difficulty in setting up a slower IV-drip could spell
the difference between life and death.46 Owing in
part to such considerations, the American College of
Emergency Physicians coauthored an amicus brief to
the Supreme Court for the defense in Levine arguing
that “appropriate medical care is best determined by
trained medical professionals.”47
That other physicians’ groups argued the contrary
position is perhaps unsurprising, in view of the fact that
liability not attached to manufacturers could fall upon
treating doctors and hospitals. In Riegel and Levine, this
point needs additional emphasis, for in both cases, the
injuries sustained could plausibly be attributed to the
error of the treating health-care worker. The balloon
catheter device in Riegel was used on a patient who
had a “diffusely diseased and heavily calcified” right
coronal artery—a condition contraindicated on the
FDA labeling.48 Moreover, the device was approved
only for a “rated burst pressure of eight atmospheres.”
Despite this, the doctor inflated the balloon to ten
atmospheres, causing the balloon to burst.49 Similarly
in Levine, as noted previously, the treating physicians’
assistant administered the Phenergan IV-push at twice
the dosage that the FDA-approved label stated should
be the maximum, and continued doing so after the
patient complained of pain, again ignoring contrary
label language.50 In other words, in both cases, the
injuries may well not have occurred had the FDA’s
actual label guidelines been followed. If, as in these
cases, they had not been, a finding that claims against
drug manufacturers are fully preempted need not
amount to a denial of all recourse under state tort law
for the injured claimants.51

The Normative Case for Preemption

T

he Supreme Court’s decision for the plaintiff
in Levine may not keep the new Congress
from amending the FDCA to preserve state
common-law claims against drug and medical-device
manufacturers. In response to Riegel v. Medtronic, last
summer U.S. Representatives Frank Pallone (D-N.J.)
and Henry Waxman (D-Calif.) introduced H.R. 6381,

the so-called Medical Device Safety Act bill, which
proposed adding the following language to the FDCA:
“Nothing in this section shall be construed to modify or
otherwise affect any action for damages or the liability
of any person under the law of any State.”52 Pallone
and Waxman reintroduced the legislation in the new
Congress on the day after the Supreme Court decided
Wyeth v. Levine.53 For several reasons, such a change
would be unwise.
As previously discussed, the FDA is already more
likely to make Type II, rather than Type I, errors.
The institutional pressures it faces tend to encourage
overregulation, even though the evidence is strong
that the number of lives saved through expedited
drug approval under PDUFA, since the program’s
inception, has substantially exceeded the number of
lives lost as the result of Type I errors.54 The evidence
thus gives the lie to arguments that tort litigation is a
useful complement to FDA regulation, which should,
in the view of preemption’s opponents, be merely
a “floor” above which states can impose additional
duties. Given that on balance the FDA is more prone
to Type II error, that tendency is only aggravated by
the extra layer of review that civil courts provide, so
the tort system generates a net social welfare loss.
In addition, in contrast to the FDA, which is charged
with making cost-benefit trade-offs, civil juries not
only are incapable of making them; they are actually
forbidden to do so. A civil jury is charged merely
with looking at the facts of the case before it, without
considering the broader societal repercussions.
Moreover, while the FDA makes ex ante decisions,
juries ruling ex post are unavoidably subject to
hindsight bias, which makes them more likely to
assign liability than a neutral assessment of the facts
would warrant.
The civil jury system is also poorly equipped to rule on
complex scientific issues55 or to weigh other kinds of
trade-offs that the FDA must consider in its regulation
and monitoring of medical products. As Philipson and
Sun note:
Damages in such cases are typically awarded
by juries, who are not spending their own
money. If juries are likely to award inefficiently
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high damages, then pharmaceutical firms will
produce products that are inefficiently too safe,
or may exit the market entirely as has been
observed in the case of vaccine development….
In effect, product liability acts as mandatory
product insurance for consumers.56
Even if most juries should reach a conclusion that
comports with sound science and economics, an
outlier jury could act otherwise—and impose a punitive
damage award—thus impelling companies to take
greater precautions. This “race-to-the-bottom” effect is
exacerbated by the multistate, multijurisdictional nature
of the American judicial system, which permits the
phenomenon known as “forum shopping.” Plaintiffs’
lawyers, who routinely receive contingency fees of 33
percent or more,57 have an incentive to maximize their
recovery. Thus, attorneys will tend to move mass-tort
cases into states and jurisdictions that are most likely
to permit the consolidation of dubious claims with
meritorious ones, and then to assign liability and give
high damage awards.58
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Exemplifying this problem is the multibillion-dollar FenPhen litigation, which The American Lawyer says “will
long be remembered as a mass tort debacle.” Although
the evidence is clear that Fen-Phen caused serious
heart-valve problems in a subset of users, after the drug
was withdrawn from the market plaintiffs’ attorneys
launched cases that lumped thousands of minor or
dubious claims in with a handful of severe injuries to
inflate aggregate payments—and their fees. In 2004,
cardiologists at Duke University reviewed hundreds
of echocardiogram records alleging injuries caused by
Fen-Phen; 70 percent, they concluded, should never
have been approved for payment by trusts set up to
handle the large number of claims. Even plaintiffs with
records in the undeserving category suffered needless
worry and consternation; in one case, “a patient whose
condition was overstated for the sake of obtaining
payment through the trust ended up having unnecessary
heart valve replacement surgery.”59
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Furthermore, the laypeople who serve on juries, lacking
the technical expertise of FDA scientists, have shown
themselves susceptible to junk science and thus receptive to lawsuits that have their own expensive and dan-
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gerous side effects. For example, the morning-sickness
drug Bendectin was used by as many as 25 percent of
all expectant mothers in 1980, but by 1983, the manufacturer of Bendectin pulled the drug in the face of $18
million in annual legal bills—as against only $20 million
in total sales. Though Bendectin is on the market around
the world, it remains unavailable to pregnant women
in the United States, despite more than thirty published
studies—examining more than 130,000 patients—that
have failed to find a link between the drug and birth
defects. Since Bendectin was pulled from the market,
the percentage of pregnant women hospitalized each
year for morning sickness has doubled, but the incidence of birth defects has not declined.60
In addition to removing valuable drugs like Bendectin
from the market and stifling research, the specter of
drug litigation can adversely affect public health by
changing doctor and patient behavior. In a 2003 Harris
Interactive Poll, 43 percent of doctors said that they
do not prescribe some drugs that are under threat of
litigation for fear that they will be drawn into the suit,
and 40 percent of pharmacists reported that patients
refused to take medicines that were the subject of highprofile lawsuits—subjecting them to potentially serious
though treatable disease. Parents are also refusing to
have their children vaccinated in the face of thousands
of lawsuits alleging (without any scientific evidence
whatsoever) that vaccines cause autism. These children
will be exposed to dangerous, perhaps even fatal,
childhood illnesses.61
Such strong doctor and patient reactions to litigation
highlight the risks of overwarning, one reason that
the FDA maintains tight control over drug labeling
decisions. Indeed, the brief in Levine authored by
the Washington Legal Foundation and the American
College of Emergency Physicians outlined specific
cases in which overwarning led to inferior health
outcomes: for example, the institution of new SSRI
warnings was followed by a rise in teen suicides, and
warnings about vaccines led to a decline in vaccination
rates and then to an outbreak of measles.62
Critics of FDA preemption are concerned that even
limited preemption would reduce the pressure on
companies to produce safer products:

Tort law assists patients who have been harmed
by defective products, providing compensation….
[T]ort law deters industry negligence and deception and encourages disclosure and innovation
to improve product safety. Common law failureto-warn claims, for example, create incentives for
companies to revise their labels in light of risks
that were unknown at the time of approval or
risks that are greater than originally thought.63
These critics, however, ignore the cost of Type II
errors64 and sidestep the tension that often exists
between the incentives generated by common-law
litigation and the FDA’s own cost-benefit analysis. In
many cases, as Tomas Philipson explains, the FDA’s
decision is binding—the company lacks the discretion
to modify a label or product design. The result is a tort
system that does little more than increase company
costs, which are then, of course, passed along to
consumers in the form of higher prices.65 (In other
cases, cost increases to drug manufacturers might deter
innovation by raising the break-even point for revenue
needed to support a product launch.)
Product liability’s powerful price effect on medicines
that do make it to market has been demonstrated
powerfully by a pair of studies, authored by health
economist Richard Manning, which looked at the
effects of product-liability risk on the price of vaccines
in the 1980s.66 During that decade, some vaccines
faced an onslaught of litigation, which ultimately led
Congress to create an administrative compensation
program that largely supplants the tort system (see
below). While all vaccines’ prices rose during the
decade—doubling, on average—the two vaccines most
subject to litigation rose much more dramatically: the
price of the polio vaccine jumped sevenfold, while
that of the diphtheria-pertussis-tetanus (DPT) vaccine
rose to forty times its initial price.67

A Better Choice: Administrative
Compensation

A

lthough we argue that state tort liability does
not enhance the safety of products already
reviewed and approved by the FDA, we

readily admit that ensuring the safety of products is
not the sole normative function of the tort law, as
we noted in the introduction. At its base, tort law is
about compensating injured parties; and an aggressive
preemption of state tort-law claims should perhaps
entail the establishment of an alternative method for
compensating those injured by unforeseen drug side
effects, the Type I errors that are inevitable regardless
of the quality of regulatory review. Significantly, state
tort law provides compensation to some injured
claimants but only through an adversarial process
that exacts extraordinarily high transaction costs.68
Furthermore, while some claimants win “jackpot”
awards, others, equally deserving, go without
compensation entirely.
As a better means of compensating injuries caused by
unforeseen drug side effects, we propose that Congress
supplement broad preemption with an administrative
review process that more quickly, fairly, and cheaply
provides redress to injured consumers. Such a process
need not be created out of thin air, for a long-standing
and successful program already exists for one class
of pharmaceuticals—vaccines. It was established by
Congress in the mid-1980s and is called the Vaccine
Injury Compensation Program (VICP). A brief history
would be instructive.
Vaccines are justly described as one of the greatest
innovations of modern medicine. Prior to their
invention and widespread use, human beings were
largely defenseless against the ravages of smallpox,
polio, and influenza epidemics. Survival guaranteed
immunity to those lucky enough to weather the
infection, but subsequent generations would inevitably
succumb to fresh attacks.69
In the mid-1970s, a British research team claimed that
it had scientific evidence that the pertussis (whooping
cough) vaccine could cause permanent neurological
damage in children. The study, although later
discredited, panicked parents and sent immunization
rates in England plummeting.70 The U.S. media spread
the claims, leading personal-injury lawyers to launch a
wave of lawsuits against vaccine manufacturers. A series
of high-value damage awards against manufacturers of
the diphtheria-pertussis-tetanus and polio vaccines led
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many companies to decide that the costs of staying in
the market outweighed the benefits, and they exited the
field—creating persistent vaccine shortages.71
Congress determined that since the societal benefits of
vaccination are considerable—so considerable, in fact,
that states require children in school or day care to
be immunized—and the risks small, an administrative
compensation program should be created for the
protection of the small fraction of vaccine recipients
harmed by vaccines. The program was also designed
to protect the vaccine industry from destructive
litigation and ensure a steady supply of new and
innovative vaccine products. In 1986, Congress passed
the National Childhood Vaccine Injury Act (NCVIA),
which created the VICP.72
The program is relatively simple. The VICP is jointly
administered by the Department of Health and Human
Services and the Department of Justice, with attorneys
from the DOJ representing HHS in proceedings before
the court that hears vaccine claims, the U.S. Court of
Federal Claims.73 The VICP is designed as a no-fault
program that covers all vaccines recommended by the
Centers for Disease Control for routine administration
to children. The program maintains a list of validated
vaccine injuries on a “Table” that is updated as new
evidence emerges, as well as an expert-witness
program that provides the administrators with objective
medical information.
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If a covered vaccine is the alleged cause of the harm,
claimants must file a claim with the VICP. Judicial
remedies are available, but claimants must exhaust
their administrative remedies before pursuing them.74
Provided that the claim is a reasonable one and brought
in “good faith,” the VICP will cover attorneys’ fees and
any other evidentiary costs incurred by claimants,
regardless of whether the claim is upheld.
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Claimants can receive an award if they meet one of
three tests: if an injury that is listed on the Table as
being caused by vaccines occurred within an allotted
time frame; if the vaccination significantly aggravated
an existing condition; or if the claimant can prove
that an injury (even if not listed on the Table) was
directly caused by the vaccine. As noted previously,
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the VICP is a no-fault program, so claimants need
not show any fault or negligence on the part of the
manufacturer to recover. Moreover, for Table injuries,
even causation questions require only minimal proof:
claimants receive compensation automatically, as long
as they can demonstrate that they were, in fact, injured
and that their injury manifested itself in the listed time
frame after a vaccination. Funding for the program is
provided by an excise tax of 75 cents on every vaccine
dose sold in the United States.
The NCVIA also established the Vaccine Adverse Event
Reporting System (VAERS), created by the CDC and the
FDA in 1990. This is a passive reporting system that
allows the FDA and the CDC to monitor vaccines for
possible new side effects, identify patient risk factors
for side effects, and assess the safety of new vaccines
down to the level of specific vaccine lots. According
to the CDC, more than 30,000 VAERS reports are filed
annually, with 10–15 percent classified as serious.75
The VAERS cannot, however, establish causation
because the information collected is relatively
incomplete. As information technology has improved,
vaccine researchers have turned to “large linked
databases” (LLDB), often held by insurers, to conduct
tests of safety signals (indications of possible adverse
events) that passive reporting systems like the VAERS
have identified. Perhaps the leading vaccine LLDB
is the Vaccine Safety Datalink (VSD), a program
operated by the CDC and eight large managed-care
organizations covering more than 6 million lives.76 The
VSD allows researchers to test safety hypotheses that
have been generated elsewhere to determine whether
the initial reports are epidemiologically credible.77 In
one recent example, after the VAERS received several
reports of sudden deaths suggested to be linked to the
cervical-cancer vaccine Gardasil, the VSD examined
the records of 190,000 women and girls who had
received at least one dose of the vaccine and found
that there was in fact no association between the
vaccine and such serious medical events as seizures,
blood clots, and strokes.78
The VICP, while not perfect, has sustained a reputation
for fair and timely compensation compared with that
offered by the tort system. The Health Resources

and Services Administration reports that from 1990
to 2009, the VICP spent over $913 million on 1,086
compensated claims, indicating large awards for
a relatively small number of children with serious
injuries.79 A 2005 federal government assessment of
the program found that the vast majority of VICP
outlays went directly to injured claimants; only 3
percent was spent on attorneys’ fees and 11 percent
on administrative costs. The assessment estimated
that “transaction costs are reduced by as much as 56
percent in comparison to the tort system.”80

a template for administrative redress of injuries from
all drugs and medical devices. We believe that the
logic supporting the VICP can largely be extended to
pharmaceuticals:

While the VICP has played a substantial role in
maintaining the health of the vaccine industry and
offering compensation to injured claimants, it has
also provided a test case for critics’ claims that only
the risk of exorbitant litigation provides companies
with incentives to develop safer products. The record
shows that the VICP has not in any way weakened
market-based incentives the industry already has to
improve safety further and otherwise innovate. Since
the creation of the VICP, companies have continued
to invest in the development of new and safer vaccine
technologies such as subunit and conjugate vaccines;
improved and modernized their vaccine manufacturing
capacity; and brought valuable new vaccines to
market. For instance, a safer acellular pertussis
vaccine has replaced the whole-cell vaccine in the
DTP formulation. Rotateq, a new vaccine for rotavirus,
was licensed for sale after an earlier formulation was
withdrawn out of safety concerns. Gardasil, the first
vaccine proved to prevent cancer in humans, was
licensed in 2006.

• Experts recognize that it is impossible to attain
absolute safety and that patients benefit from
drug innovation and price competition.

As long as vaccine manufacturers operate in a stable
market that rewards innovation without the threat of
destructive lawsuits based on flawed science and in
a vaccine-reporting environment that quickly updates
physicians, patients, and researchers on genuine
adverse events, companies have powerful incentives to
invest in new vaccine technologies. Indeed, companies
can refer to the quality and safety of their products in
pressing their case for higher reimbursements from
public and private insurers.
Given the success of the VICP, the question naturally
arises whether the program could and should serve as

• Like vaccines, drugs as a group have enormous
public health value.
• The testing, development, and marketing of both
drugs and vaccines are extensively regulated by
the FDA.

Given the parallels, as well as society’s strong interest
in spurring pharmaceutical innovation, policymakers
should consider implementing an administrative
compensation system for pharmaceuticals similar to
the VICP.
Attributing adverse events to drugs, however, poses
unique challenges. Since vaccines are given primarily
to healthy individuals, it is usually possible to link a
severe side effect to an administered vaccine and not
an underlying health condition. Drugs, particularly
those used to control chronic illnesses such as diabetes
and heart disease, by contrast, are taken by individuals
whose health is already substantially compromised,
making it more difficult to say definitively that the
root cause of an adverse event was drug treatment.
Thus, policymakers would have to consider carefully
the classes of individuals and injuries to be covered
under any compensation program. If they did not,
the program would overcompensate some individuals
and thus discourage pharmaceutical companies from
developing treatments for certain diseases.
While we do not undertake to prescribe such a program
in detail here, we do think that an administrative
compensation should possess the following features:
Field Preemption of Pharmaceutical Claims
Though we believe that the Supreme Court has
erroneously limited conflict preemption in drug failure-
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to-warn cases (see discussion of Wyeth v. Levine,
above), an administrative compensation program for
pharmaceuticals would be problematic—and perhaps
worse than the status quo—unless coupled with
field preemption for all drugs and devices. Were a
substantial administrative remedy designed to operate
alongside only narrow conflict or obstacle preemption
rules, each case would face a separate trial-court
factual determination. Some courts, of course, would
find that state law had not been preempted, which
would render the new alternative program merely
an additional compensatory and regulatory scheme
and reinforce the existing tendency toward Type II
errors.81 Even if courts regularly found that tort claims
were preempted, the benefits of the administrative
system would be substantially compromised by the
significant expenses of responding to claims filed in
court.82 (Tellingly, the VICP itself has been subjected
to end-run attacks by the plaintiffs’ bar, particularly in
the form of discredited claims that thimerosal, which
the lawyers argued falls outside the VICP because it
is a preservative rather than an actual vaccine,83 is
linked to autism.84) .
Limitation of Most Claims to Unforeseen
Adverse Events
In some respects, vaccines are unlike other
pharmaceuticals or medical devices. While vaccines
generate clear positive externalities (i.e., unvaccinated
individuals benefit from the vaccines others take), they
also are subject to a “free rider” problem: the cost-free
inclination of some individuals to avoid vaccination
because they can enjoy the same protection as those
who have been vaccinated, assuming almost everyone
has done so and the disease is dormant.
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The VICP tries to induce participation by those who
might otherwise become free riders by promising to
compensate them when they succumb to the rare
adverse event. Since society as a whole benefits from
the “herd immunity” conferred by vaccines, it seems
logical and fair to compensate them even when their
injures were foreseeable.
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Many drugs, however, are designed to improve an
individual’s health without offering the broad positive
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externalities of vaccines. Thus, unless the medication
in question was deemed essential to stopping the
spread of a dangerous, communicable disease, the
individuals taking it should not be compensated by
an administrative review process for the side effects
they suffered, assuming that the FDA knew of them
and that they were described on the label.
A well-designed system limiting compensation to
claims arising from injuries that were not anticipated by
the FDA would have the salutary effect of encouraging
drug manufacturers to disclose adverse events as they
occurred during routine use. Such incentives would
be reinforced if the administrative panel refused to
compensate individuals harmed by side effects that
manufacturers had voluntarily disclosed in reasonably
clear language on drug labels before the FDA approved
the final wording.85
Clearly Defined Causation and Injury
Requirements
The VICP has quite low administrative costs because
the inquiries it conducts need not consider questions
of fault or negligence and because questions of injury
and causation are relatively easy to resolve in the case
of vaccines. As previously discussed, even a no-fault
system for compensating individuals for the unforeseen
side effects of pharmaceuticals would probably be
more difficult and expensive to administer. Seriously
ill or injured individuals will often develop additional
ailments or injuries, with or without medical treatment.
A drug’s mere association with an adverse event—as,
say, Vioxx usage is associated with heart problems—
does not imply that it was the cause. Isolating a drug’s
impact from other confounding factors is difficult:
Did Vioxx cause the heart attack, or was it chiefly or
exclusively attributable to an individual’s age, obesity,
or lifetime of smoking?
Despite these difficulties, there is little reason to think
that an administrative compensation system would
be less adept at handling these questions than a lay
jury, which in essence must weigh the same factors.
Compared with the tort system, a good administrative
system has the advantage of statistical precision and
predictability. As with the VICP, various adverse

outcomes, once established with statistical confidence
as having been drug-induced, would be added to a
table of recoverable injuries. Individuals who took
the drug before the adverse event or contraindication
was listed on the label could make a claim for
compensation. Those individuals would then have the
burden of proving that the drug caused their injury,
and the agency could consider the relative risk factors
of the drug as well as various confounding factors
in those individuals’ medical history, such as age,
weight, smoking, or preexisting conditions. Once a
determination of injury was made, the agency would
determine economic damages and the monetary value
of noneconomic injury, with various injuries receiving
fixed payouts according to schedules, as in workers’
compensation systems. As with the VICP, administrative
compensation decision makers should not be the same
people as the FDA decision makers responsible for
original drug approval and labeling, so as to avoid
even the appearance of a conflict of interest.
System Funding
Although the VICP is funded by a simple tax on all
vaccines, it might not be appropriate to extend such
a funding mechanism to all drugs and devices, given
their widely varying costs and benefits. Because an
administrative compensation system beyond vaccines
would apply to unforeseen, rather than known, side
effects, system costs would most appropriately fall upon
those manufacturers making the riskiest products. Such
determinations would be difficult to make ex ante,
almost by definition. Thus, drug and device taxes to
fund the system should initially be allocated on the
basis of market share. However, historical controls and
improved data mining should eventually enable the
program to “risk adjust” manufacturers’ tax burdens
on the basis of the size of the payouts to the users
of their respective products, thereby encouraging
manufacturers to pursue innovations in product design
and delivery.
Independent Post-Market Drug Monitoring
Expansion of the FDA’s ability to monitor drugs in
a post-market environment—and more rapidly learn
of unknown side effects or expand label indications

on the basis of emerging benefit information—is a
laudable goal in itself. As already outlined, the tort
bar lacks the expertise, incentives, and infrastructure
to explore the risks and benefits of new drugs in a
credible way, and tort lawsuits tend on balance to
compromise rather than complement the FDA’s postmarket surveillance.
The FDA Amendments Act of 2007 has already
substantially strengthened the FDA’s ability to identify
and address safety-related issues in the post-market
environment.86 New agency powers include the ability
to require manufacturers to make labeling changes
and to require that companies implement additional
controls or conduct studies of newly launched drugs
through the use of a set of tools collectively known as
Risk Evaluation and Management Strategy.87
A program like the VICP, by keeping extensive records
of adverse drug events, would meaningfully supplement
the FDA’s new powers. The growing prevalence of
information technology and sophisticated data-mining
programs would enable regulators to quickly identify
underlying trends that could then be subjected to
further analysis and testing. As with the administrative
compensation system, the post-market review process
should be separate from the FDA decision makers
responsible for original drug approval and labeling.
Were the ex post reviewers the same individuals as
the ex ante regulators, inevitably there would be
individual and institutional incentives to ignore past
mistakes. In addition, the post-market review process
should be funded by a source other than the excise
revenues that support the administrative compensation
process, both to avoid the appearance of a conflict of
interest and to ensure that the highest-quality science
is used to study potential drug side effects and identify
compensable individuals.
Remaining Tort-Law Remedies
Even though a well-constructed administrative
compensation scheme would not offer a remedy
to individuals affected by known side effects, they
would retain the right to sue health-care providers for
malpractice in the prescription of a contraindicated drug,
or for the improper administration of a drug or device.
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(As discussed, such remedies were available in both
Riegel and Levine). These legal options are important
forms of protection for unsophisticated consumers,
who must rely on learned intermediaries.

a social cost that well exceeds that of previously
undiscovered side effects—a calculus belied by the
much more intense publicity and scrutiny that Type I
mistakes often receive.

A remaining question is what remedy might be
available to individuals harmed by a drug or device as
the result of a manufacturer’s fraud on the FDA. Under
the U.S. Supreme Court’s Buckman decision,88 “fraudon-the-FDA” cases, being deemed to conflict with the
FDA’s rulemaking process, are preempted. In our view,
Buckman’s holding is crucial to protecting the FDA’s
independence. Even if the FDA itself has determined
that an applicant committed fraud, permitting fraudon-the-FDA lawsuits as an exception to the broad
field preemption that we are proposing would open
the agency repeatedly to political pressure. To open
the door to possible litigation, trial lawyers and their
allies in Congress would inevitably press the agency
to declare that a manufacturer had hoodwinked
the agency. Preferably, the FDA would police
fraud through normal channels, civil and criminal.
Anyone injured in cases in which the FDA identified
fraud should have recourse to the administrative
compensation program. (In the event Congress decides
to permit state-law tort cases to proceed in instances
of fraud on the agency, it should do so only upon a
formal FDA declaration.89 Otherwise, the exception
would swallow the rule by allowing even the feeblest
suit to proceed, so long as it merely alleged that the
agency had been defrauded.)

The imposition of state tort liability on top of the
FDA regulatory process increases the perverse social
effects of agency’s Type II bias. Moreover, in many
instances, state tort law directly contradicts the FDA’s
considered decisions. Product-liability directives can
vary from state to state—indeed, from courtroom to
courtroom—and jurors’ decisions are impaired by a
lack of expertise, hindsight bias, and rules that prohibit
the very kind of social cost-benefit analysis that the
FDA is obliged to employ. Rather than serving as a
useful adjunct or complement to the FDA, state tort
law in this field tends merely to retard innovation and
raise consumer prices.

Conclusion
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he FDA is far from perfect at protecting the
public health. While the agency necessarily fails
to identify some harmful side effects that have
serious and often deadly consequences, it also creates
serious and deadly social harms in rejecting, delaying,
and overwarning about the drugs and devices that it
considers for approval. There is both a theoretical
and an empirical basis for believing that the agency
has greater incentives to err on the side of caution,
thus generating the latter, Type II errors and exacting
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The FDA’s overarching regulatory scheme argues
for greater preemption of state common-law actions
that conflict with FDA decisions than courts have
yet recognized. Unfortunately, legislative forces are
moving in precisely the opposite direction. Congress is
considering legislation that would eliminate essentially
all preemption of state tort actions concerning FDAregulated drugs and devices, notwithstanding the U.S.
Supreme Court’s decision in Wyeth v. Levine limiting
the scope of FDA preemption.
Preempting state tort claims does not preclude
compensating individuals genuinely injured by
unforeseen side effects. The successful Vaccine Injury
Compensation Program offers a template from which
Congress could construct a compensation program
that offers a rapid and reliable remedy for adverse
events inevitably caused by some pharmaceuticals.
Even though inquiries into causation would be more
complicated under an administrative program that
included all pharmaceuticals, a workable system could
be developed that would compensate drug injuries
more quickly and fairly than the tort system. And,
of equal importance, industry would retain powerful
incentives to produce medical innovations of ever
greater safety.
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Utilizing 21st Century technologies to help develop better FDA regulations and
a faster and safer drug and medical device pipeline
The time and costs required to bring new medical products to market is growing ever larger. Today, it may take
more than a decade and hundreds of millions of dollars to bring a single new medical product innovation to
the public from initial conception to FDA approval. The slow pace and high cost of development contributes to
the cost of health care and delays patient access to potentially lifesaving innovations.
At the same time, the FDA is facing a crisis in confidence among consumers, media and policymakers, with some
critics declaring the agency “broken”—unable to ensure that medical products offered for sale in the U.S. are
reasonably safe and effective. Doctors and academic medical centers, too, face growing concerns about allegedly
harmful interactions with industry during the development and marketing of medical products. The result is a
growing call for sweeping new regulation of the industry at both the state and federal levels.
Advances in the molecular and genetic understanding of disease have the potential to make health care more
predictive and preventive rather than empirical and reactive—thus improving patient outcomes and reducing
health care costs. Unfortunately, in our zeal to reduce risks, regulate potential conflicts, and mandate transparency,
we may reduce incentives for companies to develop and market improved products due to increased tort litigation;
inhibit doctors from collaborating with companies in designing safer and more effective products; and slow the
FDA’s efforts to bring its oversight activities into conformity with the latest scientific and technical advances.
The membership of Project FDA includes practicing physician–scientists, economists, medical ethicists and policy
experts. Committee members will examine the current framework and direction of federal and state regulation
to ensure that the medical innovation pipeline remains robust and that all stakeholders—including industry,
academic medical centers, and regulators—are taking advantage of appropriate opportunities to bring safer
and more effective products to market utilizing 21st Century technologies.
Issues that Project FDA will address include:
• Improve the ability of the FDA to collaborate with outside organizations to develop regulatory standards
that are adapted to the latest scientific findings on clinical trial design, biomarkers, diagnostics and disease
modeling that have the potential to speed patient access to groundbreaking new therapies
• Implement regulatory preemption for FDA approved labeling from state “failure to warn lawsuits” so that
the FDA can make a national judgment about appropriate drug labeling and drug warnings
• Create a science-based administrative compensation program for drugs similar to the one currently used
for vaccine related injuries so that patients who are injured by serious but unforeseen side effects receive
appropriate and timely compensation
• Promote cost-benefit analysis of existing FDA regulations as they affect the “speed v. safety” tradeoff in the
development and regulatory review of new medicines to ensure that they promote overall social welfare
• Educate the public and policymakers on the value of innovation and the need for close working relationships
between academic medical centers, industry, and regulators in the quest to translate basic science discoveries
into new cures; this also includes examining the impact of conflict-of-interest regulations on FDA Advisory
Committees as well as on the ability of academic researchers to partner with industry to develop new
therapies
• Increase FDA funding for Critical Path Initiative and related activities, which have the potential to revolutionize
drug development and drug safety
http://www.manhattan-institute.org/projectfda

